
  

 

“HOPE OF HOLLYWOOD” 
The Hope La Mar Collection 

HOPE LA MAR 
Books and other materials from the 

personal library of Hollywood 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual 

guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-

1991).  In addition to serving 

individuals, she broadcast a radio 

program and served as spiritual 

leader of the Temple of Cosmic 

Philosophy in Los Angeles during 

the mid-twentieth century.  A 

fascinating mix of the occult and the 

worldly, this collection speaks to 

the diverse facets of Hope La Mar’s 

personality.  All titles subject to 

prior sale. Visit 

http://www.catscradlebks.net or 

inquire at info@catscradlebks.net to 

order.  Telephone 336-991-8740. 

Major credit cards accepted. 

 



 Adams, Samuel Hopkins.   Banner by the Wayside.  New York: Random House, 

1947. Book Club Edition. 376 pp. 8.25" tall. Hardcover. G/ G. Sound binding and 

hinges. Clean, tanned pages. Paper over boards is edge rubbed with bumped 

corners. DJ is tanned and tattered along edges with overall handling wear and chip 

at top of spine. Historical novel featuring adventure through the Erie Canal country 

in 19th century America. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and 

spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her 

distinctive signature (here as Hope D. Lloyd) is on the front 

pastedown.  $18.00.    #2910015    

Aldrich, Elizabeth.   The Daily Use of the Ephemeris.  Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania: Bell 

Publishing Company, 1942. Revised Edition. 128 pp. 7.25" (18.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. 

G/ Fair. Sound binding and hinges. Clean, tanned pages. Writing on endpapers. 

Paper over boards is edge rubbed with bumped corners.  DJ is tattered at spine with 

heavy edge wear and overall heavy handling wear. Manual for the everyday practice 

of astrology by the layperson and student. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le 

Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front pastedown as Hope Le 

Mar.      $32.00.    #2910050    

Ball, Eustace Hale.   The Legion of the Condemned.  New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 

1928. 1st Edition. 256  pp. 7.5" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Sound binding and 

hinges. Clean, tanned pages with light reading wear. Frontispiece is a black and 

white motion picture still depicting Fay Wray as Christine Charters and Gary 

Cooper as Gale Price. Slightly cocked cloth over boards is edge rubbed and worn 

especially at spine extremities, with bumped corners, slight fading at spine, and 

overall shelf wear. Novel based on the Paramount silent film of the same name 

about four young men from various walks of life who sign up in World War I for 

the Lafayette Escadrille, known as "The Legion of the Condemned," scripted by 

John Monk Saunders and Jean de Limur. Book is illustrated with stills from the 

movie. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991), whose name is signed as Hope D. Pinkerton on the front 

pastedown and the half title page.    $40.00.    #2900007    

Benjamine, Elbert (Zain, C. C.; Williams, Benjamin Parker).   When and What 

Events Will Happen:  With Statistical Analysis of 2,000 Charts Progressed to Time of 

Events.  Chicago: The Aries Press, 1942. 144 pp. 9.0" (21 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ 

Sound binding. Pages tanned, clean. Address label of The Church of Light, Los 

Angeles, at bottom of title page. Light edge wear to pages. Wrappers have heavy 

handling wear, and the front wrapper is detached but present. Spine area is tattered. 

Contents: Astro-physical interaction diagram. The five steps in event appraisal. 

Important knowledge gained from progressed aspects of twins. Factors which 

influence the specific event. Progressed constants and statistical analysi of 20 

different events.  Written by Elbert Benjamine, also known as C.C. Zain and born Benjamin Parker 

Williams (1882-1951), astrologer and founder of the Church of Light.  From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-

1991). Her distinctive signature is inside the front wrapper and on the title page.   $32.00.    #2910051    



 Bornstein, Arthur.   Numerical Dictionary.  Los Angeles: Bornstein School of 

Memory Training, 1958. Revised Edition. 62 pp. 5.25" (13.5 cm) tall. Softcover. VG/ 

Stapled binding is sound. Pages clean, tanned. Wrappers tanned with light handling 

wear. Book explains system of remembering numbers by associating them with 

alphabetical letters. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual 

guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her 

distinctive signature is inside front of wrappers.  $24.00.    #2920044    

 Bowles, Heloise.   Heloise's Housekeeping Hints.  Englewood Clifffs: Prentice Hall, 

1962. Book Club Edition. 190 pp. 8.5" (18.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. G/ Fair. Sound 

binding. Hinges starting. Pages tanned with notes on some. Paper over boards is edge 

rubbed. DJ tanned with tattered spine area, edge wear, handling wear. Household 

hints from newspaper columnist Heloise. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-

1991). Her distinctive signature is visible on front pastedown and on bookplate on 

front pastedown.   $20.00.    #2940019    

 Caine, Hall.   The Prodigal Son.  New York: D. Appleton & Company, 1904. 1st 

Edition. 408 pp. 7.75" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Sound binding and hinges. Clean, 

tanned pages with light reading wear. Cloth over boards is edge worn with bumped 

corners and overall shelf wear. Decorative lettering and design on front and spine is 

bright. Novel by Manx author Sir Thomas Henry Hall Caine (1853–1931).  From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991), whose name is signed distinctively as Hope 

Pinkerton on the front pastedown.   $20.00.    #2900021    

Carden, James H. (ed.).   Live-Forever: A Magazine, Volume I, 

Number 2 (September 1922). The Leading  Occult Magazine of the 

World.  Los Angeles: The Live Forever Folk Association, 1922. 111 

pp. 10.0" tall. Softcover. G/ Sound binding. Clean, tanned pages 

that show only very light reading wear. Wrappers are worn 

around the edges with otherwise light shelf wear. Periodical 

devoted to educating readers about methods of achieving physical 

and spiritual immortality and unity with the Cosmic 

Consciousness.  Contributors: John Bertram Clarke, J. Howard 

Cashmere, Semaj Nedrac, Sextus, J. Alexander MacIvor-Tyndall, 

Mary E. W. Benson, WIlliam Wordsworth, Everard Jack Appleton, 

Out of Phantastes, Paramadra (whose portrait is also the 

frontispiece), John W. Parsons, Frank William Holslag, Frederick 

W. Burry, J. J. Boatman, Francis E. Householder, Sirdar Ikbal Ali 

Shah, Oliver Lodge, Edward Ernst, Helan WIlmans, "Styx," 

Valeska W. Borg, Alexander Mitchell, Arthur Guiterman. Subjects 

range widely across occult subjects, including winning health and 

great aims with waves of mind power, names and their 

significances, occult lore, death as a habit, and much more. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-

1991).    $125.00.    #2910041    



Carruth, William Herbert.   Each in His Own Tongue.  New York: Wise-Parslow 

Company, 1925. 1st  Edition. 10 pp. 6.00" (15 cm) tall. Hardcover. VG/ G. Sound 

binding and hinges. Clean, slightly tanned, double-folded pages. Paper over boards 

is slightly edge worn with additional wear at corner tips. DJ creased, edge worn, 

tanned, shelf worn. Poem by American author William Herbert Carruth (1859-

1924).  Illustrated with color art deco style lithography. Copyright is held by the P. 

F. Volland Company, noted for its early 20th century illustrated books. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front pastedown as 

Hope Pinkerton.  $40.00.    #2920016    

 Cayce, Edgar (ed.); Carter, Mary Ellen.   Edgar Cayce on Prophecy.  New York: 

Warner Books, 1968.   ISBN 0446899194  . Later Printing. 207 pp. 7.0" tall. Softcover. G/ 

Sound binding. Clean, tanned pages. Wrappers have overall moderate handling wear 

including edge wear, light soiling. Contents: Introduction by Cayce. Prophet of the 

New Age. The New Age. Choose Thou. Destiny and the Law. Atlantis Rising. People 

Rising. Destiny of Nations. For the Seeker to Know. The Records Are One. Taoi. 

Carmel: A School of Prophets. The PRism. The Prism Turns. Evolution: It's What's 

Happening. Time and Prophecy. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, 

and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her 

distinctive signature is on the front pastedown with the date June 21, 1968.  $12.00.    #2910032    

 Cayce, Hugh Lynn.   Venture Inward.  New York: Harper & Row, 1964. Book Club 

Edition. 233 pp. 8.5" (18.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Sound binding and hinges. 

Clean, slightly tanned pages. Paper over boards is shelf worn with bumped corners. 

Written by the son of psychic Edgar Cayce.  Contents: Introduction. The Edgar Cayce 

story. Two traditional and sometimes professional doorways to the unconscious. 

Dangerous doorways to the unconscious. Safer doorways to the unconscious. 

Conclusion. Index.  From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual 

guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front pastedown with the date June 21, 1968.  $16.00.    #2910001    

 Curtiss, Harriette Augusta; Curtiss, F. Homer; Champion, Arthur L. 

(compiler).   The Mystic Life: An Introduction to Practical Christian 

Mysticism.  Washington, D.C.: The Curtiss Philosophic Book Co., 1934. 1st Edition. 

156 pp. 5.0" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Sound binding, although ccracked between 

title page and contents page. Hinges sound. Pages tanned with occasional marginal 

notes. Cloth over boards is edge rubbed with gilt lettering and design. Anthology of 

writings on Christian mysticism by the co-founders of the Order of Christian 

Mystics and the Universal Religious Foundation. From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La 

Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front pastedown as Hope Pinkerton 

Lloyd.  $40.00.    #2920014    

 

——————————— 



 Dalton, Joseph G..   The Spherical Basis of Astrology, Being a Comprehensive 

Table of Houses for Latitudes 22º to 60º with Rational Views and Suggstions, 

Explanation and Instructions, Correction of Wrong Methods, and Auxiliary 

Tables.  New York: Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply Company, 1948. 7th 

Edition. 71 pp. 11.25" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Sound binding, broken hinges. 

Writing on endpapers. Pages tanned, text pages clean. Cloth over boards is edge 

worn with bumped corners, overall handling wear. Gilt lettering on front is clear 

and bright. Book originally published in 1893 by nineteenth century American 

astronomer/astrologer Joseph G. Dalton. From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La 

Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her signature as "Hope D. Lloyd" is on the front pastedown with a date of 

March 1951.  Notes on endpapers are in her handwriting.  $24.00.    #2920053    

DeLuce, Robert.   Horary Astrology.  New York: ASI Publishers, 1978. 3rd Edition. 

6th Printing. 176 pp.  8.25" tall. Softcover. VG/ Sound binding and hinges. Clean, off-

white pages. Owner's name inside front of wrappers. Wrappers have light handling 

and minor edge rubbing. Later edition of book originally published in 1932. Major 

textbook on horary astrology, the art of answering specific questions, both personal 

and mundane, through the use of astrological charts. The book is from the collection 

of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991), whose first name is signed in her distinctive style inside 

front wrapper with a date of July 6, 1979.  $42.00.    #2900028    

Dernay, Eugene.   Longitudes and Latitudes in the United States.  N. P.: Eugene 

Dernay, 1945. 1st Edition. 106 pp. 10.75" tall. Ephemera. P/ Wrappers are 

missing.  Binding sound. Pages tanned, dampstained, heavily edge worn with 

some tape repairs. Mimeographed text. Endpapers have writing on them.  First 

edition of detailed compilation of longitudes and latitudes in the United States for 

use in drawing astrological charts. Author (1892-1961) was a prominent 

Hungarian astrologer. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and 

spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-

1991).    $18.00.    #2920026    

 Farmer, Fannie; Perkins, William Lord.   The Fannie Farmer 

Cookbook.  Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1965. 11th Edition. 624 pp. 9.5" 

tall. Hardcover. P/ NONE. Sound binding. Front hinge completely broken with 

front board detached but present. Pages tanned with handwritten recipes at 

end of book on blank pages provided for this purpose. Cloth over boards is 

worn overall with tattering at top and bottom of spine, which also has tearing 

at bottom and top. Classic American cookbook. From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front 

pastedown with the date 12-1-1967, and her bookplate signed "Hope Le Mar" is 

on the half title page.  Alison Mason Kingsbury Drawings $20.00.    #2910019    

 



 Fern, Fanny.   The Play-Day Book: New Stories for Little Folks.  New York: 

Mason Brothers, 1857. 286 pp. 7.00" tall. Hardcover. Fair/ Binding fragile, 

several pages detached but present. Hinges broken. One ffep cut from book. 

Foxed, tanned pages with light reading wear. Full-page engravings throughout. 

Embossed cloth over boards is heavily worn, tattered on spine although the title 

and some of the gilt design on spine are still visible. Proscriptive literature for 

children in which naughty children come to bad ends and good children are 

rewarded.  The author, Sara Willis (1811–1872), wrote a column for the New 

York Ledger that found popularity with middle class women readers who 

sought her perspective on homemaking and childrearing. At the time of the 

publication of this book, she was the highest paid columnist in the United 

States and an influential voice in shaping "woman's sphere" in the United States during the Victorian era. 

From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). The gift message "To Hope from Grandma" is written on the back of the 

frontispiece.   Fred M. Coffin Engravings $48.00.    #2900013    

 

Frith, Henry.   Practical Palmistry: A Reliable Treatise on the Art of 

Character Reading, and Methods of  Recalling Past and Foretelling 

Future Events upon Examination of the Hand.  Philadelphia: Penn 

Publishing Company, 1906. 223 pp. 5.75" (14.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. G/ 

NONE. Sound binding and hinges. Clean, tanned pages with some small 

areas of biopredation on margins of first few pages that do not interfere 

with reading. Decorative cloth over boards has edge wear especially at 

top and bottom of spine and at corner tips. General shelf wear overall, and 

faded lettering at spine. Detailed guide to palmistry, illustrated with line 

drawings. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and 

spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front pastedown as "Hope Pinkerton" and "Hope La Mar."   $48.00.    #2920045    

 

Gebhardt, Franz; Legne, E. K. (trans.).   Your Horoscope: How to Read 

It.  Chicago: The Aries Press, 1934.  1st Edition. 96 pp. 7.5" (19 cm) tall. 

Softcover. G/ Sound binding. Clean, tanned pages with light edge wear. 

Wrappers have general handling wear, tanning, some wear at top and bottom 

of spine. Chapters on general descriptions, characteristics, personality, 

mentality, finance, travel, property, speculation,sickness, marriage, legacies, 

journeys, occupation, friends, limitations, and influence of various signs. Index. 

From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris 

Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front pastedown as "Hope Pinkerton."  $40.00.    #2920048    

 

 



 

 

 Gordon, William.   A Course in Psychic Unfoldment.  Hollywood, CA: The 

Oxford Press, 1932. 171 pp. 7.5" (19 cm) tall. Softcover. G/ Signed by author on 

frontispiece page with additional inscription.  Sound binding. Clean, tanned 

pages except for two marginal marks on one page. Wrappers have wear at edges, 

top front corner chipped, and overall handling wear.  Gilt design and lettering on 

front is rubbed. Lessons in psychic power which the author contends are the 

direct result of communication between the physical and the spirit world, given 

as it was communicated to the author. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) 

(1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on her personal bookplate affixed to the 

front endpaper.   $80.00.    #2910042    

 Hathaway, Henry Cook (ed.); SeBoyar, Gerald S..   Outline of Literature Part 

I.  Pocket Library of the World's Essential Knowledge 7 New York: Funk & 

Wagnalls Company, 1929. 204 pp. 6.00" (15 cm) tall. Hardcover. G/ P. Sound 

binding and hinges. Clean, tanned pages. Cloth over boards is edge worn with 

bumped corners, general shelf wear. DJ fragments are tattered and in pieces (front, 

flap). Literary history from the ancient world to the 19th century. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the 

front pastedown as Hope Pinkerton.      $15.00.    #2920008    

 Hichens, Robert.   The Garden of Allah.  New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1904. 

Reprint. 3rd Printing. 482 pp. 7.75" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Binding stressed but 

holding, hinges cracked. Pages tanned with some reading wear and occasional 

light soiling.  Decorative cloth over boards is edge rubbed with wear to corner tips 

and overall shelf wear. Novel by English author Robert Smythe Hichens (1864–

1950). From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide 

Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature as "Mrs. Hope Pinkerton" appears on the ffep with a sticker of Santa 

Claus in the style of the 1920s-1930s on the front pastedown.  $18.00.    #2900043    

Huntley, Suzanne.   The Twelve Days of Christmas Cookbook.  New York: Atheneum, 

1965. Book Club Edition. 143 pp. 9.5" tall. Hardcover. VG/ G. Sound binding. Front 

hinge starting. Pages clean, tanned. Cloth over boards is edge rubbed. DJ tanned with 

dampstaining at bottom and at spine, edge wear, tear on bottom of front flap, general 

handling wear. Christmas holiday recipes. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) 

(1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on her bookplate affixed to the front 

pastedown as well as the top corner of the pastedown with date of December 

1965.  $14.00.    #2940011    

 



 La Mar (LaMar, LeMar), Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (Hope of 

Hollywood).   Your Wheel of Success:  Let Your Dreams Come True Through 

Concentration and Visualization.  Los Angeles, CA: Author, n.d.  1 pp. 14.0" 

tall. Ephemera. G/ Single page folded in the center. Tanning around edges. 

Clean with small closed triangular tear at top center. Affirmational piece in 

which the author writes of making one's dreams come true through 

concentration and visualization to connect with the positive, magical, 

transforming power of the Cosmos. This item is from the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). As one 

of Hollywood's most important mystics, she broadcast a radio show during the mid-20th century 

on KGFJ in Los Angeles, where she was known as "Hope of Hollywood."   $100.00.    #2900018    

 Lewis, George M. (comp.)   Boundaries of Time: Tables of Latitude and Longitude, 

Time Zones, Time Corrections, Daylight Saving, of the World.  N.p.: George M. Lewis, 

1940. 136 pp. 7.0" tall. Ephemera. Fair/ Stapled binding is sound, although wrappers 

are detached but present. Pages tanned with occasional notes and general handling 

wear. Mimeographed typescript pages. Wrappers have writing inside back, tanning, 

heavy handling wear including chip at lower back corner. Detailed latitudinal and 

longitudinal table by states within the United States as well as many nations around 

the world. Time zones are also indicated. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-

1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front wrapper and inside front wrapper. Her blindstamp as 

spiritual leader of the Temple of Cosmic Philosophy in Los Angeles is present on the introduction 

page.   $70.00.    #2910047    

Lloyd, David J.   2001 Longs & Lats.  New York: Florence E. Campbell, 1933. 1st 

Edition. 97 pp. 7.0" tall. Softcover. Fair/ Sound binding. Typescript mimeographed 

pagesare tanned, clean, with general handling wear. Wrappers show heavy 

handling wear, with clear tape reinforcement at spine, corner, and back. Reference 

work containing the exact latitudes and longitudes of ovr 2000 cities of the world, 

as well as their time differences from Greenwich. From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La 

Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on inside of front 

wrapper.   $35.00.    #2920049    

 Lomax, Leila.   Physiognomy: How to Read Character in the Face and to 

Determine the Capacity for Love, Buisness, or Crime.  Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania: The Penn Publishing Company, 1905. 1st Edition. 3rd Printing. 176 

pp. 6.0" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Binding and hinges sound, with rear hinge 

starting. Pages clean except for occasional penciled marginalia, tanned.  Cloth 

over boards is edge rubbed with wear to corner tips and overall light shelf wear. 

Design on spine is rubbed and somewhat faded. How to discern the personality 

of an individual by examining the face, head, neck, gait, and gesture. Illustrated 

with line drawings and black and white photographs. From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature as "Mrs. Hope Pinkerton" appears on the front 

pastedown.  $150.00.    #2900042    



 Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth.   The Courtship of Miles Standish.  New York: Barse 

& Hopkins, . 87 pp. 7.00" tall. Hardcover. G/ Undated but the year 1923 is written in 

gift message on ffep. Binding and hinges sound. Pages clean, tanned. Embossed paper 

over boards is heavily worn, tattered on spine.  Poetry originally published in 1858 by 

American author Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882). From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd 

(La Mar) (1901-1991). The gift message "To Hope from Grandma 1923" is written on the 

ffep.   $32.00.    #2900025    

 Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth.   The Song of Hiawatha.  New York: The Mershon 

Company, . 250 pp. 6.00" (15 cm) tall.. Hard Cover. G/ NONE. Undated, late 19th to 

very early 20th century. Sound binding. Rear hinge sound, front hinge has cracked 

paper. Page clean, tanned. Cloth over boards is edge rubbed with bumped corners, 

minor water spotting. Silver design and lettering bright on spine and front. A sound, 

tight copy, in a blue cloth binding with silver print and decoration; text is tanned but 

clean and unmarked, with no creased or torn pages; binding is clean, with light to 

moderate wear; dust jacket is soiled and well-worn; no date of publication (circa 

1955). 256 pp, drawings. Longfellow's epic poem originally published in 1855, 

immortalizing the American Indian. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual 

guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her grandmother's name, May Mitchell, 

is written on the front pastedown.  $125.00.    #2900041    

Luecke, G.   The Way of Life, or: Why Should You Be a Christian and a Church 

Member?  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania: American Lutheran Publication Board, ca. 1909. 

3rd Printing. 96 pp. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. G/ Binding and hinges sound. Pages 

clean, tanned. Cloth over boards is edge rubbed at spine with bumped corners and 

overall light shelf wear. Treatise on why the reader should join the Lutheran church. 

From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope 

Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Gift inscription on front pastedown 

from La Mar's grandfather:  "Hope Mitchell from Granda."   $30.00.    #2900040    

Lyndoe, Edward.   Plan with the Planets.  London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 

1949. 1st Edition. 175 pp.  7.25" (18.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. VG/ Fair. Sound 

binding and hinges. Clean, tanned pages. Cloth over boards is edge rubbed with 

gently bumped corners, bright silver lettering on spine. Dustjacket is tattered 

along top edge with deep chip at lower spine, tape repair at top front, clipped 

corner, heavy handling wear and overall soiling. Astrological advice for the 

general reader on improving one's life emotionally, financially, and otherwise. 

From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris 

Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front pastedown as Hope Le Mar.   $32.00.    #2910049    

 

 



Milburn, Leigh Hope.   The Progressed Horoscope Simplified.  Berkeley, CA: 

Recorder Printing and Publishing Company, 1936. 3rd Printing. 170 pp. 9.0" tall. 

Hardcover. Fair/ Binding sound, hinges cracked. Pages tanned with occasional 

underlined passages and marginal notations.  Writing on rear endpaper. Owner's 

bookplate on front pastedown and a stamp indicating "sold by the Brotherhood 

of Light, Box 1525, Los Angeles" on ffep. Cloth over boards is heavily worn with 

fading at spine. Book written for students of astrology offering practical 

information for delineating progressed horoscopes in actual practice. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope 

Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her bookplate with her distinctive 

signature is on the front pastedown, and notes on the rear pastedown are in her 

handwriting.  She received a diploma in horary astrology in 1942; this book seems to have been among 

the material she used in her studies.   $40.00.    #2900014    

 No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemerides: 1940 to 1950. A Complete 

Ephemeris of Each Day for 1940-41-42-43-44-45-46-47-48-49, Including Pluto & 

Logarithms.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ 

Binding holding. Pages tanned with handling wear and notations. Spine area 

creased. Wrappers have general heavy handling wear, tanning, with back of 

wrappers removed but present.  Address label of The Brotherhood of Light, Los 

Angeles, is on the inside of front wrapper. Essential reference for horary astrology. 

From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope 

Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is 

on the front of the book.   $22.00.    #2920025    

No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemerides: 1880 to 1890. A Complete 

Ephemeris of Each Day for 1880-81-82-83-84-85-86-87-88-89, Including Pluto & 

Logarithms.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ Sound 

binding. Pages tanned, clean, with light handling wear. Back of wrappers is 

detached but present. Wrappers have general handling wear, tanning. Address label 

of The Brotherhood of Light, Los Angeles, inside front of wrappers. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the 

front of the book.   $22.00.    #2920018    

 

 No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemerides: 1900 to 1910. A Complete 

Ephemeris of Each Day for 1900-01-02-03-04-05-06-07-08-09, Including Pluto & 

Logarithms.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ 

Binding holding. Pages tanned with handling wear and notations. Back of wrappers 

is missing; front is detached and reaffixed with tape. Wrappers have general heavy 

handling wear, tanning. Address label of The Brotherhood of Light, Los Angeles, 

inside front of wrappers. Essential reference for horary astrology. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the 

front of the book.   $22.00.    #2920020    



 No Author Given.   Manual of Catholic Devotions Compiled from Approved 

Sources. Published with the Approbation of the Most Rev. Archbishop of 

New York.  Los Angeles: C. F. Horan Co. Inc., . 160 pp. 4.5" tall. Hardcover. G/ 

Early 20th century; no date given. Binding sound, front hinge cracked. Pages 

clean, tanned. Writing on ffep. Leather over flexible boards is edge worn with 

overall scuffing. Gilt design on front and lettering on spine are bright. 

Devotional for various purposes in Catholic observance and worship, 

together with readings from the epistles and gospels to be used throughout 

the liturgical year. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and 

spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-

1991). Writing on ffep:  "To Little Hope! From Sandra June 28, 1937."   $48.00.    #2920050    

 No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemerides: 1910 to 1920. A Complete 

Ephemeris of Each Day for 1910-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19, Including Pluto & 

Logarithms.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ 

Binding holding. Pages tanned with handling wear and notations. Back of wrappers 

is missing; front is detached and reaffixed with tape. Wrappers have general heavy 

handling wear, tanning.  Essential reference for horary astrology. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips 

Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the 

front of the book.   $22.00.    #2920021    

 

 No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemeris: Year 1920. Computed for 

Greenwich Mean Noon.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. 

Fair/ Binding holding. Pages tanned with handling wear and notations. Wrappers 

have heavy handling wear and are reinforced at spine with clear tape. Essential 

reference for horary astrology. Prepared exclusively for The Church of Light, Los 

Angeles. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide 

Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front of the book.   $22.00.    #2920022    

 

 No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemerides: 1920 to 1930. A Complete 

Ephemeris of Each Day for 1920-21-22-23-24-25-26-27-28-29, Including Pluto & 

Logarithms.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ 

Binding holding. Pages tanned with handling wear and notations. Spine area 

reinforced with clear tape. Wrappers have general heavy handling wear, 

tanning.  Address label of The Church of Light, Los Angeles, is on the inside of front 

wrapper. Essential reference for horary astrology. From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La 

Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front of the 

book.   $22.00.    #2920023    

 



 No Author Given.   The Astrologer's Ephemerides: 1930 to 1940. A Complete 

Ephemeris of Each Day for 1930-31-32-33-34-35-36-37-38-39, Including Pluto & 

Logarithms.  Chicago: The Aries Press, n.d. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. Fair/ 

Binding holding. Pages tanned with handling wear and notations. Spine area 

reinforced with clear tape. Wrappers have general heavy handling wear, 

tanning.  Address label of The Brotherhood of Light, Los Angeles, is on the inside 

of front wrapper. Essential reference for horary astrology. From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on the front of 

the book.   $22.00.    #2920024    

 

No Author Given.   Pluto Tabelle 1851-2000.  Aalen: Ebertin-Verlag, 1970. 8vo  8" - 

9" tall. Softcover. VG/ Stapled binding is sound. Pages tanned, clean. Wrappers 

have light handling wear with writing at top front. Astrological horary tables for 

Pluto.  Owned by American astrologer Angela Louise Gallo, co-editor and 

publisher of "The Rising Sign," (1971-1976) and co-author with Robert Prete of 

"Celebrity Horoscopes." From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and 

spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her 

distinctive signature is on the front of the booklet as well as the inside of front 

wrapper.   $24.00.    #2910043    

Palmer, Ray (ed.); Patton, Frank; Gade, Henry; Corelli, Marie.   Inspired Novels, 

Issue A-1 (Winter 1961). A Romance of Two Worlds.  Mundelein, Illinois: Palmer 

Publications Inc., 1961. 252 pp. 9.5" tall. Softcover. G/ Sound binding. Pages clean, 

tanned. Wrappers beginning to pull away from text block. Handling wear on 

wrappers with light overall soiling. Contents: Palmer, Editorial. Patton, The 

reality of God. Gade, "Inspiration" versus "romanticism." Corelli, A romance of 

two worlds (her first novel, originally published in 1886). From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is visible on the inside of 

the front wrapper.    $42.00.    #2940016    

 Raphael, Edwin (Robert Thomas Cross).   The Guide to Astrology, Containing 

a Complete System of Genethliacal Astrology in One Volume.  London: W. 

Foulsham & Co., 1905. 132 pp. 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall. Softcover. P/ NONE. Binding 

fragile, wrappers missing. Pages tanned with light reading wear and occasional 

notes. Endpapers have small amount of writing. Introduction to genethliacal 

astrology, also known as natal astrology, the system of astrology based on the 

concept that each individual's personality or path in life can be determined by 

constructing a natal chart for the exact date, time, and location of that 

individual's birth. Author Robert Thomas Cross (1850-1923) was one of several 

British astrologers who published under the name Raphael during the 19th and 

early 20th centuries. From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and 

spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-

1991).   $18.00.    #2920046    



Rines, George Edwin (ed.); Bancroft, Hubert Howe (ed.); Bryan, William S. (ed.); 

Clare, Israel Smith  (ed.); Laing, S.; Schopenhauer, Arthur; Wace, Henry; Huxley, 

Thomas H.; Mallock, W. H.; the Bishop of Peterborough; Saunders, T. Bailey 

(trans.).   Beacon Lights of Science.  Library of Universal History and Popular 

Science New York: The Bancroft Society, 1910. 473 pp. 9.5" tall. Hardcover. P/ 

NONE. Sound binding. Pages tanned, clean. Front board detached but present. 

Leather over spine is missing.  Half-leather that remains shows red rot, heavy 

scuffing. Contents: S. Laing, Problems of the Future and Essays. Arthur 

Schopenhauer, The Wisdom of Life. Wace, Huxley, Bishop of Peterborough, 

Mallock, Christianity and Agnosticism: A Controversy.   $35.00.    #2930003    

Robson, Vivian E..   The Fixed Stars and Constellations in 

Astrology.  Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,  1923. 1st Edition. 264 pp. 7.75" tall. 

Hardcover. Fair/ NONE. Binding fragile but holding. Rear hinge broken, front 

hinge intact. Pages tanned with notes written throughout. Rear endpaper 

missing. Cloth overboards is heavily worn with edge wear, fading at spine, 

bumped corners, heavy handling wear, clear tape reinforcing tears in cloth at 

spine. Contents: The fixed stars in astronomy. The influence of the constellations. 

The lunar mansions. The fixed stars in natal astrology. The influence of fixed 

stars, nebulae, and clusters. The fixed stars in mundane astrology. Stars and 

constellations in mediaeval magic. The fixed stars in astro-meteorology. 

Appendix of mathematical formulae. Index. From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La 

Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is on her personal bookplates on front pastedown and 

ffep..    $40.00.    #2910046    

Straughan, Alfred J. A.   Astro-Biochemistry or the Science of Life. The Key to 

Our Body's Workshop.  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Alfred J. A. Straughan, ca. 

1914. 4th Edition. 23 pp. 9.25" tall.  Softcover. Fair/ No publication date. 

Illustration on front copyrighted 1914. Pages clean, tanned, with overall 

handling wear. Wrappers are heavily edge worn with handling wear. Label 

stating "sold by the Church of Light Box 1525 Los Angeles 53, Calif." on front 

along with small amount of writing. A rare early 20th century book on the 

connection between astrology and physical wellness. The author introduces 

the reader to the theories of German This system of medicine was developed 

by German doctor Wilhelm Heinrich Schuessler (1821-1898), who believed that 

the deficiency of 12 mineral salts causes diseases and that diseases can be 

cured by providing appropriate tissue salts.  The author draws a connection 

between Schuessler's 12 salts and the 12 signs of the zodiac to recommend 

doses based not only on symptoms but on date of birth. From the collection of American psychic, 

astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front of the wrappers with the date Oct. 1, 1966.  $60.00.    #2900030    

 

 



Tennyson, Alfred (Lord).   Maud and Other Poems.  Boston: D. Lothrop and 

Company, 1884. 8.00" tall. Hardcover. P/ Fragile binding, broken hinges. Clean, 

tanned pages with light reading wear. Finely rendered engravings throughout. 

Decorative paper over boards is torn and tattered, especially at spine. Front 

board is detached but present. Worn corner tips, and overall tanning and light 

soiling. Pages are gilt edged on three sides. Passages from Tennyson's poetry 

together with illustrations.  Published during Tennyson's lifetime. From the 

collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope 

Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her mother's name, May Mitchell, 

is written on the front pastedown.  Lithographs $40.00.    #2940015    

 

Tennyson, Alfred (Lord).   Gems from Tennyson.  Philadelphia: Porter & Coates, 

1888. 7.75" tall. Hardcover. G/ NONE. Sound binding, front hinge split open, pages 

slightly tanned. Decorative paper over boards has gilt lettering and design, both 

somewhat faded; overall tanning; light soiling; edge wear. Excerpts from 

Tennyson's poetry published during his lifetime.  From the collection of American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La 

Mar) (1901-1991). "To Hope from Mama" is written on the front 

pastedown.   Hammatt Billings Drawings $32.00.    #2910017    

 

Tennyson, Alfred (Lord) .   Holly from Tennyson.  Flowers from Tennyson New 

York: Charles E. Graham & Co., ca. 1900. 22 pp. 7.00" tall. Hardcover. Fair/ 

Sound binding and hinges. Clean, tanned pages with light reading wear. Finely 

rendered full-color lithographs throughout; although the illustrations lack 

lithographers' marks and artists' signatures, they are of high quality. Padded 

leather over boards is torn and tattered at spine with additional smaller tears at 

lower front corner, worn corner tips, and overall tanning and light soiling. Full 

color lithography depicting ivy leaves and gilt lettering on front. Passages from 

Tennyson's poetry together with lithography evoking the Christmas 

season.  From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide 

Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). The gift message "To Hope - from Mama" is 

written on the front pastedown.  Lithographs $95.00.    #2900010    

 

Various Authors.   Sunshine for Life's Pathway. Selections of Poems from Various 

Authors.  New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, . 24 pp. 8.5" (18.5 cm) tall. Hardcover. 

G/ NONE. Sound binding. Hinges starting. Pages tanned, clean. Pictorial paper over 

boards has bumped corners, overall shelf wear, tanning. Late 19th century 

anthology of inspirational poetry illustrated with chromolithography throughout. 

From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope 

Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991); the writing "To Hope from Mama" is 

on the half title page.   $28.00.    #2940020    



Wallace, Lew.   The Prince of India, or Why Constantinople Fell.  Volume 

2.  New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1893. 1st Edition. 578 pp. 7.00" tall. 

Hardcover. Fair/ NONE. Sound binding. Hinges cracked. Clean, tanned pages 

with light reading wear. Cloth over boards is edge worn with bumped corners 

and a large closed tear at spine. Volume 2 of a novel by Lewis "Lew" Wallace 

(1827–1905), whose career included service as a Civil War general and governor 

of the New Mexico Territory as well as an author.  From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991), whose name is signed with characteristic flourish as 

Hope Le Mar on the front pastedown (she later changed the spelling of her nom 

de plume from Le Mar to La Mar).   $18.00.    #2900009    

Wellman, Paul I.   The Walls of Jericho.  Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1947. Book 

Club Edition. 3rd Printing. 371 pp. 8.5" tall. Hardcover. G/ G. Binding and hinges 

sound. Pages tanned, clean. Owner's signature on front pastedown. Paper over 

boards is clean with light edge wear. DJ has edge wear, tanning, overall shelf wear. 

Novel set in Jericho, Kansas, from the frontier days to the 1940s. From the collection 

of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature (Hope D. Lloyd) is on the 

front pastedown beneath DJ flap.   $18.00.    #2900017    

 

Whitman, Walt; Sandburg, Carl (intro.).   Leaves of Grass.  New York: Modern 

Library, 1921. 311 pp. 6.75" (17 cm) tall. Hardcover. Fair/ NONE. Sound binding. 

Front hinge broken. Two previous owners' names on front pastedown. Clean, tanned 

pages with light reading wear. Cloth over boards is edge worn, especially at spine, 

with bumped corners and overall shelf wear. Gilt lettering on spine is rubbed and 

faded. First Modern Library edition of Whitman's poetry.   From the collection of 

American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991), whose name is signed distinctively as Hope Pinkerton on 

the front pastedown.   $20.00.    #2900022    

Yerby, Frank.   The Golden Hawk.  New York: Dial Press, 1948. Book Club Edition. 

312 pp. 8.0" tall.  Hardcover. G/ P. Sound binding and hinges.  Clean, tanned 

pages. Cloth over boards is shelf worn with small remnants of DJ affixed to rear. 

DJ is in pieces with the front portion and most of the spine missing; remaining 

fragments are severely tattered.   Historical swashbuckling novel of romance and 

adventure set in the Caribbean of the late 17th century by African-American 

author Frank Yerby (1916–1991), first Black American novelist to have earned $1 

million from his pen and to have a book purchased for Hollywood film 

adaptation.  From the collection of American psychic, astrologer, and spiritual 

guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton Lloyd (La Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive 

signature is on the front pastedown and the free front endpaper as "Hope Lloyd."  $18.00.    #2910003    

 



 Zain, C. C. (Elbert Benjamine; Benjamin Parker Williams).   Horary 

Astrology: Chart Erection Short Cuts and Examples.  Course 8-H, The 

Brotherhood of Light 36 Los Angeles: The Church of Light, 1948. 32 pp. 

7.0" tall. Ephemera. G/ Stapled binding is sound. Pages tanned with 

occasional notes. Wrappers tanned with heavy edge wear and handling 

wear. Small volume in a student course on horary astrology.  This 

volume builds on prior instruction by offering short cuts and alternate 

methods to make drawing a chart easier.  Author, C.C. Zain, also 

known as Elbert Benjamine and born Benjamin Parker Williams, (1882-

1951) was a prominent astrologer, occult author, and the founder of the 

Church of Light. From the collection of Zain's associate, American 

psychic, astrologer, and spiritual guide Doris Hope Phillips Pinkerton 

Lloyd (La Mar) (Le Mar) (1901-1991). Her distinctive signature is inside 

front of wrappers.  $35.00.    #2920047    

 


